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1. Model Details

Original 3D models of NSW 4-wheel livestock vans - by Brian Bere-Streeter
Email: shortnorth[AT]eftel[DOT]net[DOT]au

New models were created for:

NSWGR – CW – 4w cattle wagon – later design
NSWGR – CW (CW2) – 4w cattle wagon – early design
NSWGR – GSV – 4w sheep van – later design
NSWGR – GSV (GSV2) – 4w sheep van – early design

All four wagons are provided in empty versions, and with cattle, pigs and sheep loads.

Chassis components – by Ian Macmillan
Knuckle couplers - by Jeff Link and Tim Muir (‘transition type’ modifications by Brian Bere-Streeter)

SPECIAL NOTE: All 4-wheel wagons were limited to a maximum service speed of 40 mph.

These models are for your personal use only, and may not be sold or distributed in any way without the original creator's permissions.

Mods for existing bogie livestock wagons
---------------------------------------------

As noted in the Historical Notes below, most bogie livestock wagons retained buffers until very late in their lives. Some years back Gavin McLaughlan built the NSWGR bogie cattle wagons and the NSWGR bogie sheep wagons – in doing so, he made them as per their later lives without buffers.

To provide extra realism, I have made a set of buffers to fit to Gavin’s original wagons as a FreightAnim. To use these, simply copy the files (in the ‘Mods for bogie livestock wagons’ folder) into the original AU_nswNSCF and AU_nswNSSF folders as appropriate. Wagon files for these were made by Gavin McLaughlan, modified by me to fit the buffers FreightAnim.

===========================================
2. Installation Notes

Create a new folder called << AU_nsw4wLivestock  >> 

Unzip the files into a temporary folder, then copy and paste all of the files straight into the new << AU_nsw4wLivestock folder  >> (check the name to be sure).

Please Note: 
These models REQUIRE Stuart Williamson's SWB Wagon Sounds, UKTrainSim File ID 3290

You will need to create either a new consist to use these wagons, or add them to an existing consist. Consists are made, or edited, using MSTS Activity Editor or Carlos Gomes’s ConBuilder.

===========================================
3. Historical Notes

From the very earliest days of railways, transport of livestock was major rail traffic. Protection of livestock during rail transit was a high concern – locomotive drivers treated livestock trains similar to passenger trains with smooth acceleration and braking to minimise transference of train generated shock impacts to the travellers. Accordingly all livestock vehicles were fitted with spring buffers and screw-link hook couplings, to enable all slack between vehicles, and associated run-in/run-out shocks, to be eliminated.

Even as the NSWGR started to replace hook couplings with automatic couplings over their whole wagon fleet, livestock wagons were fitted with ‘transition type’ automatic couplers, but still retained their spring buffers – this was so that any buffered screw link hook coupled wagon and any buffered transition automatic coupled wagon could be assembled in the trains in any combination. At this time most steam locomotives retained hook type couplers on the rear of the tender – if any buffer-less automatic coupled wagons were expected in the train, a ‘match wagon’ was used between the locomotive tender and the train – this was usually an S-Truck or LCH / CCH wagon fitted with transition type automatic couplers.

Total elimination of buffers on wagons did not occur until after the end of the steam era with full dieselisation – any remaining wagons with buffers were progressively sent to the workshops where the buffers and the transition ‘horns’ were removed. However, during this time the rapid decline in livestock transport (as graziers moved their stock transport to road), meant in practise that most 4-wheel livestock wagons went to the scrappers still with their buffers in place. During the final years of livestock transport by rail, only the newest and best condition bogie livestock wagons were retained as buffer-less automatic coupled wagons, until their ultimate withdrawal from service.

Full details of provisions for running livestock trains can be found in the ‘NSWGR Coaching and Goods Instructions’ book, 1964 edition, starting on page 374 to page 392. This document is available for viewing on the CTN website - http://www.coalstonewcastle.com.au/

Prototype information for these models has been researched from the following sources:

" Day of the Goods Train" , Preston, Eveleigh Press, 2002
“Railway Freight Wagons of New South Wales”, Beckhaus, SCR Publications, 1970  

===========================================
4.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These train models are released as Freeware. Copyright (C) Brian Bere-Streeter and copyright (C) Ian Macmillan

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This train is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liability 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this train;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2002
              * 3D Model: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2010
	 * 3D Chassis: Copyright Ian Macmillan 2010
              * Textures: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2010
              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
=========================================================================

